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Computer modelling, simulation and identification of molten glass furnaces 

Jan Studzinski 
Systems Research Institute of Polish Academy of Sciences 

Ncwelska 6, 01-447 Warsaw 
~\!j<lzins(11libspan. wa W.fil 

A new metlwd for computer aided made/ling, simJ1/atio11 a11d ide11tificatio11 of flow dynamie.i· /11 
1110/ten gloss f11rnaces is presented ami numerically analysed. The process of the co11structio11 of 
glass la11k f11rnace models occurs in ;·everal sleps on which the sub-mode/s with differe11tiated 
mathematical dcscriptions (with distributed or lwnped differemial equalion.1) and tly11amica/ 
features (with inert/al and oscil/atory character(rlics a11d with slow and fast changeable dynamics) 
are selling up. The method proposed makes possiblc to prepare the models of glass tank fi,rnaces 
of high degree of accuracy, described with the equations of rather high orders. The modcls arc 
suited we/I Io estimate tech11ological parameters of glass tank furnaccs and to co11trol the glass 
melting processcs. 

I. lntroduction 

The glass production is a very complex tcchnological proccss. for this reason there is very 
difficult to set up its mathematical models thai could be useful for practical applications, such as 
computer simulation, control or estimation of technological parnmeters. The modelling of glass tank 
furnaccs occurs usually under scparatcd application of Distributed or Lumped Parametcr Equations 
(DPE or LPE modcls) and the result is that they arc very complicatcd (DPE models) or very simplificd 
(LPE models). Thai is why their practical uscfulness is very limited. This situation is caused by 
lacking of adequate identification methods. llms in the following a numerical algorithm is presented 
for setting up rnolten glass models under consideration of both arts of mathematical description. This 
way thcir drawbacks could be eliminated and their advantages rctained. The algorithm prcsented 
consists of two generał stagcs. On the first stagc a DPE model is formulatcd with the quasi-lincar 
Navier-Stokcs and energy equations and with an equation added thai describes the glass mass 
composition change in the molten glass. On the second stage a complex LPE model is prcpared using 
the DPE model previously identified. All computations are done using real data from an industrial 
glass tank furnace. The fitting of the DPE model to the data occurs by using static optirnisation 
methods. To estimate the structure and the parameters of the LPE model an indirect identification 
mcthod is used, devcloped especially for sctting up continuous dynamie mo<lels of higher ordcrs. 

2. DPE model fonnulation 

To model the glass mass flow in a tank furnacc by the partia! differentia) cquations the 
following description is used [2): 

{

µ(T)(Df v1 + Divl) = Dip 

p(T)(Dfv2 +Divz)=D2p-pgp(T - T) 

).(r)(D,21') + ).(T)(DiT) = pc,.(v1D1T + v2 D2T) 

D1v1 + D2,·2 = O 

ie i1z m il'z il2 z 
-· + e, v1 - +<.·2 v2 - - ==- D{T)(e3 - 1 + e4 -,--) 

dt c'11:, A' v."',- l«"i 

( l) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 



where the parameters mean: v 1, v2 - longitudinal and vertical glass mass velocities in x, and x1 

directions, p - pre,sure, T - lemperaturc and T,, - reference tempera Iure, z - chemical composilion of 

the melt, t - time, µ - dynamie viscosity, p - density, g - gravitational acceleration, /J - them1al 

expansion, ..l - thermal conductivity, Cv - spccific capacity, O - dilTusion coefficient, e 1 to e4 -

some fitting coeflicients (to fit the model to an object). 
Equations (I), (2), (2) are known in the classical nuid mechanics as the Navier-Stokes (or 

motion), energy and continuity equations, respectively, and they are formulated on the base of the 
momentum, energy and mass conservation laws. Thcsc equations describe the distributions of the 
tcmperature and the glass mclt velocities in a tank fumace induccd by the free and forced convection 
currents in the moltcn glass. Equation (4) describes the glass mass composition changes induced by 
the convection currents and the diffusion. While setting up the equations severa! simplificd 
assumptions werc made !hat look inio consideration the spccific properties of the glass mass now and 
also the hypothesis that the glass meli is an incomprcssible and Newtonian liquid [3]. The scheme of a 
glass tank fumace modelled and the main convection currents occurring in the molten glass are shown 
in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1. Longitudinal section of the glass tank fumace and the main eurrents occurring in the 
melt; 1,2,3 - rotating, withdrawal and surface current, respectivcly, 4 - raw materials input, 5 - glass 

takc-out, 6 - tcmpcrature distribution on the free surfacc of the glass meli. 

3. DPE model identification 

Equations (1 -3) make together a two-dimensional DPE model of the glass mass nowin a tank 
fumace. Aftcr some boundary conditions are givcn and the tcmperature and velocitics values are 
calculated from equations (1-3), one can calculate subsequently the glass meli composition at cach 
point of the tank by solving equation (4). To gct the numerical solution of the model cquations the 
finite difference method is used and a theoretical analysis of the numcrical solvability of the model is 
made [3]. On the first step of the model computing equations (1-3) are solved. The boundary 
conditions for the function p arc unknown and this makes necessary to transforrn the cquations. li is 

done by rcplacing the velocities v1, v2 by the currcnt function 'I' what results in a new model form 

consisting of only two cquations contrary to the four oncs in (1-3). The reduction of the number of 
equations eauses in generał a better convergencc when solving the model numerically. A discrete 
approximation of the model cquations occurs by the help of differencc quotients. The use of standard 



dilforence quolients lcads, however, in the case of high order derivalions of equations to a bad stability 
of the rcsulted differencc schemes at the edges of the knollcd grid. To improve the approximation 
some new central diffcrence quolients have been developcd for the high order derivations of 1/1 • The 

differencc schemcs rcsultcd from equations (1-3) are solved by mcans of the relaxation method using 
an itcrative algorithm. For the numcrical calculation the values of lhc physical coefficients and of the 
space dimensions of the model were chosen according to those ones of a real tank furnace. The 
convergencc of the iterativc algorithm was relatively fast with highly satisfactory accuracy of the 
calculation. Some results of the tcmperature and currcnt fie\ds computcd arc shown in Fig. 2. One can 
sec in Fig. 2 thai only the rotating and withdrawal currents but not the surface current (as it is shown in 
Fig. I) are dcterrnined after the simulation of model {1-3) was made. This current could not be 
obtained with a two-dimensional DPE-modcl. 

~------------------------,-<--' I. 

Figure 2. Computed temperature (figure a) and current distribution (figure b) in the glass mclt for 
the longitudinal scction of the glass tank fumace. 

The numerical solution of equation (4) oecurs on the second step of the modelling. To 
approximate (4) some central diffcrence quotients of the finite differencc method are used and as a 
result a new difference schcme with same fitting coefficients is obtained. The glass tank model 
dcscribed by equations (1-4) constitutes an approximation ofa real object. Such an approximation is 
usually not exact although the parametcrs and dimensions uf the model correspond to those ones of the 
tank. The possiblc inaccuracies occur while the model equations and boundary conditions are 
forrnulated and the parameter values are detcrrnined. Also the numerous simplifications made during 
the selling up the model arc responsible for many inaccuracies and this is pract1cally unavoidable. 
Then the fitling of the model lo the object can be rcaliscd by the help of equalion (4) and somc 
measurements data obtained from the tank fumace under investigation (see Fig. 3). To do it the 
following identification problem is formulated: 

,: 
minQ(e,) ~ min I{t' -z')' 

C/ C'j ł-0 

(5) 

wherc 2•· and z1 mean the mcasured data and the discrete valucs of the model output that is 
calculatcd by solving equation (4) (the glass composition z is herc considercd as the radioactivity of 
the glass meli thai has been mcasurcd while realising an isotope experiment on the tank fumace). 



To solve problem (5) a static non-gradient opttm1sat10n method is used [4]. The criterion 

function Q(e;) is strong non-linear relating to e; . Because of that the start points for the optimisation 

runs had to be chosen very carefu!ly and close enough to the optimum. The model output obtained 
from the calculation is shown in Fig. 3. One can see thai the output fils well to the data in the farther 
section of the curve where the influence of the rotating and withdrawal currents on the glass mass flow 
is the strongest. The approximation of the data with the model output in the initial section of the curve 
is much worse but there the surface current determines the data which is noticeablc through the high 
oscillations of the curve. This situation can be explained through the omission of the surface current in 
the OPE model. This current could be considered in a three-dimensional OPE model but unfortunatcly 
such a model would be hardly possible to identify bccausc of its great complexity . 
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Figure 3. Isotope data for modelling the glass mass flow dynamics; 1,2- noisy and smoothed data, 
respectively, 3 - output of the DPE model. 

4. LPE model and its ldcntification 

The glass mass flow in a tank fumace can be described using also LPE models. Their parameters 
have no physical meaning and this gives interpretation troubles when comparing the models and 
objccts. On the other side the setting up of such the models is easier than POE models regarding the 
work complexity and the computing time needed for simulation and identification. Usually the non
linear regression methods are used for developing the lumped parameter models. These methods are 
generally successful if modcls of !ower orders have to be set up but they are not effective in more 
complicated cases. The main problcms then arc connected with the choice of an adcquate model 
structurc and with the fixing a start point possibly clośely to the optimum while making the 
identificatiori. The methods ofnon-iinear re1,>Tession convcrgc usually to the loca! optima! points ifthc 
start points arc not right. To overcome these problems an indirect identification method was developed 
to mouel lincar dynamie objects of hight:r orders from their sampled impulse responscs [I]. This 
method has been adopted for setting up the LPE modcls of glass tank fumaces by using a multistagc 
modelling approach l4J. 

The matht:matical descrirtion of an object modellcd is now in the form of the homogeneous 
ordinary differentia! equation: 

(6) 
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with the non-zero initial conditions addcd: 

ł
z(O) = b._, 

z''1(0) ~ b._, -a._,z(O) 

z1•-tJ(O) = b
0 

- a,z(O)- ... - a,_,z<•-2> 

and with the foltowing analytical solution function: 

.I 

"I,mj =Rand mj >0 
j=I 

The continuous equation (6) can be approximated by the foltowing discrcte equation: 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

with: zk = z(kM), k=l,2, ... ,K, M - sampling step, and with the following analytical solution 
function: 

(10) 

By comparison (IO) and (8) one can convcrt very easy the coeffieients of function ( 10) into the 
cocfficients of (8). 

The numerical algorithm realising the indirect idcntification method is as follows: 
I. Fitting the difference equation (9) to the impulse response obtaincd from the objecl, using a 

standard time scries identilication method. 
2. Estimation of the cocfficicnts in the timt: discretc function (10) using a standard optimisation 

mcthod (e.g. the linear regression) and the parameters identilicd in (9). 
3. Calculation of the coeflicicnts in the time continuous function (8) convcrting the coefficients of 

function (IO) with the help of somc simplc algebraic formulas. 
4. Calculation of the parameters of equations (6) with the help of the paramcters of (8). 

The main idea of the indirecl identilication method is thai at first a discrete model is found and 
aflerwards il is converted inio the time eontinuous one. In this way the search for a continuous model 
is realiscd „indirectly", i.e. using a discrcte model thai is much easier to develop from the numerical 
point of view. In the case of complex objects il is well-advised to divide the modelling process inio 
severa! stages at which sub-models with di!Terent dynamics featurcs are constructed and aflcrwards 
put together to one overalt model. On cach stage of modclling different data sequences musi be used 
for identifieation and they arc to be isolated from the original mcasurements. The currcnts distribution 
occurring in the glass melt (see Fig. I) suggcsts thai the fcatures of the meli mixing dynamics in a tank 
fumace dcpend in a differenl way on the character and velocities of the currents. The slow-running 
withdrawal current decides on the dynamics of the slow-varying incrtial charactcr and the fast-running 
surface current, as well as the rotating currcnts dccidc on the dynamics of the diffcrenl-varying 
osciltatory characters. Also the isotopc data for idcntification display both the incrtial and osciltatory 
characlers (see Fig. 3 ). The above remarks justify the application of the multistage approach for 
modelling glass tank fumaccs. The choicc of the besl (,.optimal") sub-models as well as of the bcst 
overall model occurs by means of the residua I sums. 

Somc models have been developed for the glass tank fumacc under consideration using this 
multistage approach They fit wcll to the farthcr part of the data curve (where the „slow" dynamics of 
the objcct dominalc) but thcir adaplation to the initial phasc of the curvc (where the oscillatory 



components dominatc) is much worse. The modclling of this initial data section depends considerably 
on the di vision of the w hole data scquence inio the components which are used for setting up the sub
models. This makes the main trouble when using the multistage modelling approach with the LPE 
description of the models. Since the runs of the data components are not known from the bcginning, 
they can be guessed only in generał and the appropriatc data curves are obtained using various 
smoothing algorithms. This leads, however, to great inaccuracies of the procceding. 

S. Combiued algorithm of molten glass modeling 

To avoid the disadvantages of the abovc modclling approaches a combined algorithm for 
modelling glass tank furnaces has been developcd. The finał models obtained by means of this 
approach are-describcd by ordinary differentia] equations but a DPE model is used at the first level of 
the modelling. The conccption of this combining modelling rcsulted from the experience which was 
gathcrcd afler the models with distributed and lumpcd parametcrs were developed separately. In the 
latter case the modclling of the oscillations appcaring in the isotopc data (and caused by the surface 
current) is not exact. l11c only usc of smoothing algorithms docs not allow to determine exactly the 
initial run of the data curvc which is u sed la ter to set up the „slow" inertial sub-model and becausc of 
that there is not possible to gct the right data for farther stages of the modelling. But these difficulties 
can be surmountcd by help of the DPE model. lt allows to isolate correctly the surface current 
component of the data frorn the cornponent which is responsible in the main for the glass mass 
transport in a tank furnace. This component is caused by the withdrawal and rotating currents and il is 
approxirnated correctly by the DPE model. 

,. .. 1/Ó , .. "" ,,. 

Figure 4. Overall LPE models obtained by means of the combincd modclling approach without and 
aflcr using the non-lincar re1,'l'ession method (curve I and 2 respectively). 

The two-lcvel modclling approach is as follows: 
I. Formulation of the partia! differentia! equations dcscribing the DPE model and its computer 

simulation. 
2. ldentification of the DPE model with the help of the rncasurements data and hy means of an 

optimisation method. 
3. Developing of the slow-varying LPE sub-model using the output of the DPE model as the data 

for the indirect identification method. 
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4. Preparation of the data for setting up the fast-varying LPE sub-model by subtracling the oulput 
of the DPE model from the original measurements and by smoothing the results (this sub-model 
will deseribe the contribution of the surfacc currenl in the measurcment data). 

5. Developing of the fast-varying LPE sub-model using the indirect identification melhod. 
6. Putting together the sub-models into one overall model and the subsequent estimation of its 

parameters by means of the non-linear regression methods. 
After using the combined modelling algorithm a eomplcx LPE model of the glass mass now 

dynamics was finally set up. The model has the elevcnth order and it consists of two sub-models of 
sixth and fifth orders, rcspectively. The 6th order sub-model has the inertial-oscillatory characler and 
owns two real and four complex roots in ils transfer function. lt fits vcry well to the output of the !'DE 
model. The 5th order sub-model has either the inertial-oscillatory charactcr and it has one real and four 
complex roots in its transfer function. lt fits very wcll to the oseillations caused by the surface current. 
The overall LPE mollcl fits well to the original measurements and it approximates exactly the 
oscillations occurring in the initial section of the data (see Fig. 4 and Table I). 

Table 1. Paramcters of the 6th order and 5th order sub-models and of the 11th order overall ODE 
model. 

Paramelers R~6 R=5 R= Il 

T1 263.16 32.26 263.16 

T2 14.88 21.19 

k1 11.27 31.95 19.88 

m I 237 .99 27.83 33.39 

k1 1.68 3.77 11.48 

m2 191.56 7.39 22.51 

T1 1.32 

k1 14.68 

a)) 13.45 

k, 3.29 

a/4 4.58 

6. Conclusions 

The problem of mathematical modclling of the glass mass flow dynami es in a glass tank furnacc 
is solved and three numerical approaches of modelling arc presented, lested and discussed. 111e first 
approach devclops two-dimensional DPE models !hat describe the slow-varying dyna mies of the glass 
tanks in which the withdrawal and rotating currents occur and no surfacc current appears. 'lhc second 
approach allows the developmcnt of LPE models of rclatively small order thai do not describe exactly 
the complex dyna mies of the objects in which all kinds of the currcnts occur. The troublcs arise whilc 
modelling by means of this approach the initial scction of the isotope data where the simultancous 
cffccls of the slow and fast varying currcnts are parlicularly strong. Therc is no cffective algorithm to 
divide the dala curve inio the components for thcrc is not known a priori in which way the individual 
currcnts inlluence the measurements. The third approach is a combination of the two and it makes 
possiblc Io dcvclop complcx LPE models of the high order thai have got the inertial-oscillator fcaturcs 
and vcry differenliated parameter va lues. The modcls computed by help of this approach descrihc vcry 
we!I the dynamics of the glass mass flow and all the same they are simple and convenient cnough for 
numerical treatment. Thcy can be used for the development of control or stabilisation algorithms with 



reference to the chemical composition of the glass as well as for the calculation of the technological 
parameters of glass tank furnaces. 
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